WI-FI SMART SOCKET ADDITIONAL INFO FOR SUPER FEEDER OPERATION
1. Scan the QR code with your iPhone (Min. Android 4.0/iOS 8) to retrieve APP, or look up "smart lifeenjoy smart life in your app store. Be sure you retrieve the latest update. NOTE! apps are prone to
updates with added features, but basic operation should remain basically the same.

2. Plug socket into a 110-240VAC 50-60 Hz wall outlet. Note: USA style plug.
3. Push and hold reset switch on top of socket until fast flash.
4. Access your Wi-Fi with ID/Password in your app and tap "search device". Red light flashing slowly
should confirm connection with the socket . You may have to repeat step 3 above during search.
5. On serial number page enter your own ID name and password as requested. That will be your sign-in
information to your socket. Note: Several additional Wi-Fi sockets could be added later is needed.
6. After your socket is installed in the APP, the homepage should show a circle at the center. Slide the
bottom of the page up. There, at the bottom, you should see your installed socket ID name showing
"off" under the socket ID name. By tapping on it, you should then see a red button to manually turn on
the socket, which will then change to green to manually turn it off by tapping it. This function is useful to
perhaps give your pet a few kibbles between main meals by running the feeder a few second and then
turning it off. Or, you may just let it run long enough to complete its own pre-adjusted feed time and
then turn it off. You can monitor the red/green button page and the "Current Power" meter circle on
the "Power Usage" page at programmed times to confirm on and off operation of your feeder. To do
that while the feeder is running, tap the "power usage" icon at the bottom of the window. You should
see a "current power" circle with a reading of 0.5 to 1.5+ W indicating that the feeder is in fact running.
It should go to zero or nearly zero confirming the feeder has in fact turned off and no longer running.
7. Now, program your socket like a programmable timer. Tap on "device settings" at right bottom
corner of page. On "Device Control" page now tap on "Timer" to go to "Timer List" page. Once there,
tap on the "+" at top right corner of page to add your on-off programs. Follow directions to program
times using only the "Time on-off" option. Example: Program on time at 08:00 and off time 08:02 for
each time you want to feed your pets any or all days of the week. 20 program options are available for
all or just certain days of the week. Make sure the socket turns off for at least 2 minutes between
programmed feed times to reset the feeder. Please keep in mind that you could also use any common
programmable timer for lamps or appliance to operate your Super Feeder. These instructions are only
to help simplify operation of the system if needed. You may need to refer to the manufacturer's
instructions booklet. Want to feed an extra meal? Just push the button on top of the socket to turn it
on, and then push it again when the feed cycle is complete to return it to automatic mode.
BE SURE TO ADJUST YOUR SUPER FEEDER FIRST BY PLUGGING THE POWER ADAPTER INTO A POWER
OUTLET AND ADJUSTING FEED DURATION TO GIVE YOU THE DESIRED PORTION SIZE YOU WANT.
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